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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Melissa speaking on camera for the entire length of the video. She is 

not sharing any screenshots or animations. Melissa has blonde hair and is wearing a black 

short-sleeve blouse. 

Transcript 

Melissa Wankiewicz: 
 
Hi there, are you ready for Google's next algorithm update? In this video, I wanted to walk you 

through six ways that you can prepare for core web vitals. 

[Upbeat music plays. The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove. Then 

the scene returns to Melissa speaking on camera.] 

So, the first way is to improve your page load speed. Google wants your website to load within 

three seconds but one second is actually the ideal page load time. So, you want to make sure 

you're making small updates on the back end to make that possible. 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/VbqEtpSsmBLWVQDgqhig65
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You'll also want to review how you're using ads and images. Be mindful of how you're using pop 

ups, especially, and make sure it's not distracting from the content on your website. 

Another thing you can do is mobile optimize. This update prioritizes user experience on both 

mobile and desktop. So, you want to make sure you've tested your website on multiple devices 

and you're delivering a great experience everywhere.  

You should also audit and update your content. Make sure you're delivering relevant and up to 

date content that's free of errors and speaks to your audience's unique questions and 

challenges. 

Next, it's important your website is a safe experience. So, ensure your website is free of any 

engineering scams, malware or misinformation that might lead to a bad user experience.  

And lastly, compare with your competitors. Take a look at your competitor's websites and see if 

your content quality is just as good, if not better. You don't want your users leaving your site for 

the competition and that's an easy way that you can stay ahead. 

Those are all my tips for today. Thanks for watching and make sure to check out our other 

videos from our team. 
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